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Abstract
We describe scripting facilities to create medical animations for intervention planning as well as for educational
purposes. We developed a data independent script language to separate animation scripts from imaging data. Our
scripting facilities are adaptive and allow to reuse one script to create animations for many different patients where
the same anatomic structures and their spatial relations should be visualized. Decomposition rules map abstract
high-level instructions to low-level instructions. We designed an object classification and assigned visualization
parameters to each category to make the scripting process more effective. We also discuss the enhancement of
interactive explorations with animations generated on the fly. In particular, the automated emphasis of objects
benefits from appropriate animations.

1. Introduction

Advances in imaging technology are continuously increas-
ing the amount and the complexity of data and information
available to medical doctors. To take advantage of these large
amounts of data for intervention planning, the effective pre-
sentation and interaction with these data has to be consid-
ered.

For intervention planning, usually slice-based visualiza-
tions of medical volume data, such as CT or MRI, and de-
rived segmentation information, are used. In very specific
applications, standardized static three-dimensional visual-
izations are provided as a service [MDSA05]. Two major
drawbacks of those visualizations are (i) difficult to recog-
nize exact spatial relations between the objects and (ii) oc-
clusions of relevant objects or parts thereof. These disadvan-
tages can be compensated by interactive 3d-visualizations.

By navigating through a scene the viewer has a better im-
pression of shape, size and spatial relations of objects. How-
ever, navigating in 3d-scenes is time consuming and the
viewer can lose sight of important objects or lose orientation
because of insufficient 3d-interaction techniques [BRP05].
Therefore, interactive exploration is rarely used in discus-
sions of medical doctors, for example when a radiologist
demonstrates a case for a surgical team.

Some of the problems of both static graphics and inter-
active scenes can be avoided by using carefully designed
animations which effectively convey information in a lim-
ited and pre-defined period of time. Animations of medical
volume data convey spatial relations, size and shape at the
expense of reduced facilities to explore the scene. Anima-
tions are predefined image sequences designed by an author
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for a specific group of users, such as medical doctors from
different specialties in a tumor board discussion.

The creation of useful and expressive animations for inter-
vention planning involves the specification of camera move-
ments, movements of clipping planes, and the interpolation
of transfer function parameters or parameters for surface ren-
dering. This process is time-consuming, error-prone and re-
quires deep and specialist skills. In intervention planning,
appropriate visualizations and animations are required for
many different patients. The therapeutic question, however,
is often the same: for example the evaluation of resectability
of a certain kind of tumor. Therefore, it is essential that ani-
mations designed for a particular case can be easily adapted
or reused for another patient where the same therapeutic
question is addressed. The reuse of animations is not only
an issue of reducing effort but also essential to make the pre-
operative planning process more reproducible.

Reuse of animations is also desirable for anatomy and
surgery education where an important objective is to con-
vey anatomic variants and their consequences (variational
anatomy). While some aspects are unique for a case, other
anatomic structures are very similar with respect to their lo-
cation and size. Due to these similarities, a reuse of anima-
tions is possible.

In order to allow an effective use of animations in in-
tervention planning and in educational systems, we defined
scripting facilities to declare an animation in a way which
is independent of a particular case. We describe a scripting
language which enables an author to describe the behavior
of objects in a simple manner. To separate the description
of animations from the individual patient data our animation
system is adaptive.

Besides the use of completely rendered animations the ex-
ecution of animations during interactive exploration is con-
ceivable. Depending on user interactions, such as selection
of an object, animations can be executed which provide a
scene overview or a scene introduction. The design of our
scripting facilities also considers animations integrated in
the interactive exploration.

2. Related Work

The pioneering work [Zel90] introduced intent-based ani-
mation using a high-level scripting language and decompo-
sition rules, to map higher level commands to lower level
commands. They defined objects and agents in a virtual en-
vironment with four levels: a task level, a functional level, a
procedural level and a machine level. At the machine level,
basic physical attributes of objects are defined. At the proce-
dural level, mechanisms are defined to control object motion
like collision detection and deformation. At the functional
level, objects are associated with procedures to define be-
havior of single objects. The task level defines the behav-
ior of complete agents in the environment. The advantage of

this hierarchy is the ability to hide underlying structures and
functions in each level. [KF93] used this approach to decom-
pose communication goals to animation instructions. They
separate a script for animation from the description of com-
municative goals. Additionally, they use knowledge about
causal relationships between objects and build up their an-
imations on a traditional hierarchy with sequences, scenes
and shots.

According to [TMB02] animations must be slow and clear
enough for viewers to perceive and understand changes. For
that reason emphasis techniques are appropriate for anima-
tions. They can be distinguished in local, regional or global
techniques according to changes influencing an object in fo-
cus, nearby objects or the whole scene [PTD05]. Emphasiz-
ing techniques are essential for information transfer in an-
imations for both educational purposes and therapeutic is-
sues.

For clinical purposes standardization is also an impor-
tant issue in the design of animations. [IBRSE∗01] gen-
erated clinical videos efficiently using standard views and
visualizations parameters. [THIB∗03] evaluated the benefit
of standardized high quality videos in clinical routine and
state that those videos are a viable approach for standard-
ized and reproducible visualizations. Facilities to improve
interactive dataset traversal by animation of transfer func-
tions for volume rendering were introduced by [CS05]. They
showed examples of flow in vascular structures. [KTH∗05],
in cooperation with medical doctors, defined a standardized
process for visualization of patient data in Ear-Nose-Throat-
surgery (ENT-surgery). They identified default colors, tex-
turing and viewpoints for important structures in the neck
region. [PRS96] introduced a script language for anatomy
education. However, volume rendering and slice-based ren-
dering was not considered.

Modern software libraries for scientific and medical visu-
alizations provide facilities to create animations. In AMIRA

[SWH05], animations can be created for single data sets by
defining events to be processed or by writing scripts in a
TCL extending language. The event lists or scripts are as-
sociated with the particular data set and can not be applied
to other data sets. Furthermore, the script instructions are
very complex and difficult to handle. The library MEVIS-
LAB [HLP03] is specialized to analyze and visualize medi-
cal image data. It provides the possibility to execute simple
actions like rotations automatically. Also, a low-level script-
ing facility is available. Moreover user interactions can be
captured and recorded for creating an animation directly.
The interaction capturing is very extensive and not repro-
ducible. PARAVIEW [LHA01] is a visualization software for
large data sets that does not support medical image data, but
does support the creation of animations. Like AMIRA, it sup-
ports a TCL like script language and permits the creation of
animations by defining key frames. The definitions of anima-
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tions are restricted to one data set and not portable to similar
data sets.

3. Script Concept

In this section, we discuss requirements for medical anima-
tions and present a script-based concept. High-level instruc-
tions are mapped to executable low-level instructions ac-
cording to decomposition rules and an object classification.
Furthermore we present the parsing process and the descrip-
tion of semantic relations to enhance animation descriptions.
Finally, we present the integration of animations in the inter-
active exploration of a 3d scene.

3.1. Requirements for Medical Animations

The problems of medical animations are (i) the lack of porta-
bility of animations for different but similar cases with the
same therapeutic question (e.g. the resectability in case of a
liver tumor) and (ii) the absence of reproducibility in cap-
tured user interactions.

Thus our design is guided by four requirements for an an-
imation system for medical animations:

1. Adaptiveness:
The general location as well as the number of many
anatomic structures, such as organs, is the same for vir-
tually all patients. However, they differ in their specific
shape and size. Thus the mapping of high-level to low-
level commands has to adapt to these differences auto-
matically. It also has to adapt to differences in pathologic
structures which are unknown in size, location and shape.

2. Convenience and specialisation:
Originating from different fields of application (interven-
tion planning, education) the process of creating anima-
tions must strike a balance between convenience, speed
and specialisation of animation.

3. Medical animation techniques:
In addition to rotation, zoom or translation it must be
possible to animate particular medical visualization tech-
niques, such as volume rendering, clipping planes and
slice-based visualizations. Volume rendering is often
used in addition to surface rendering of segmentation re-
sults. A scripting language for medical animations should
include dynamic changes of transfer function parameters.
Animated clipping planes can move slowly through the
scene dissecting structures of interest (e.g. a tumor) step
by step. The viewer is thus guided from an overview to a
pathologic structure directly.

4. Standardization:
Medical animations should be standardized to afford
comparisons and to facilitate the recognition of structures
in different animations [THIB∗03] , [IBRSE∗01]. Thus
similar objects should be colored in the same way in dif-
ferent animations and the viewpoints in a scene should be
limited to a few appropriate views per object. [KTH∗05]

introduced a concept of defined views and specific colors
using ENT-visualizations as an example.

3.2. Basic Concept

In this paper, we introduce a script language to describe an-
imations of medical volume data and derived segmentation
information. This script language is dedicated to the require-
ments of animations for intervention planning and educa-
tional systems.

A script instruction consists of four parts: time, object
name, instruction name and parameters (see Listing 1 for
an example). A script is executed on a visualization i.e. all
instructions are applied to their associated objects over time.
This can be a structure like an organ or a vessel but also
the scene or the camera. The order of instructions in a script
need not be the order of execution. Also an overlapping of
time ranges are possible.

time object instruction parameters

[0,8] ’All’ clipPlane on left 0.8 ’Vessels’

Listing 1: Design of a script instruction with an example
instruction for moving a clipping plane through the scene.
The parameters stand for a clipping plane from the left side
which move trough the All-object for 80% and do not clip
Vessels. See Fig. 1 for sample frames.

Figure 1: Sample frames for clipping plane instruction in
Listing 1.

3.2.1. Adaptiveness

Instructions for camera positioning occur in relation to the
corresponding object and are geared to the size and loca-
tion of its bounding box. Thus the animations adapt them-
selves to size, shape and location of objects. This adaption is
dedicated to compact structures, such as tumors, lung nod-
ules and lymph nodes as well as to organs. Figure 2 presents
an example for this behaviour. For elongated or branching
structures, the bounding box is not a good approximation.

3.2.2. Decomposition of high- in low-level

To afford an enhancement of the script language for partic-
ular therapeutical questions, we use a hierarchical approach
similar to [KF93]. In contrast to [KF93] we represent (thera-
peutic) questions by instructions and do not abstract parts
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Figure 2: Alignment of the camera with the bounding box of
the corresponding object. Two different livers with one tumor
in each of them are shown.

of animations like scenes or shots. By using decomposi-
tion rules, script instructions can be abstracted. We distin-
guish between low-level (elementary) and high-level (ab-
stract) instructions. Low-level instructions are e.g. move,
rotate and setColor. High-level instructions are e.g.
emphasize, groupOverview and setAsFocusOb-
ject. By abstracting instructions, we achieve a convenient
way of describing whole animations with few instructions.
To support fine-grained modifications and specialized speci-
fications high-level and low-level instructions can be mixed.

3.2.3. High-level commands for medical animations

In addition to instructions for object property changes and
camera changes, we implemented instructions with special
regard to medical visualization techniques. As well as the
clipPlane instruction in Listing 1 we created instructions
for slice-based animations and simple animations of volume
rendering. For sliced-based animations, the slices containing
the corresponding object are identified automatically. The
showSlices instruction has a parameter for margin slides
above and below objects’ slides. The following instruction
show the slices containing a liver tumor with 5 slices mar-
gin:

[0,10] ’Tumor’ showSlices 5

We implemented also facilities to create animations of vol-
ume rendered scenes. Because volume rendering exists in
the context of surface rendering in our visualizations, simple
manipulations of transfer functions are necessary only. With
the volumeRendering instruction the transfer functions
for gray values and transparency can be changed over time.
For each transfer function there are two parameters for cen-
ter and width. By replacing parameters with standard values
they can be abstracted to parameters like bones or soft tissue:

[0] ’All’ volumeRendering Bones
[0,5] ’All’ volumeRendering softTissue

Examples for low-level and high-level instrcutions can be
found in Appendix A and Appendix B.

3.3. Script Parsing

Before its execution, a script will be parsed, i.e. high-level
instructions, composed objects and parameters will be de-
composed (Fig. 4). High-level instructions can be replaced
by high-level as well as by low-level instructions. The sub-
stitution of instructions can be declared in general or depend-
ing on the anatomic type of the object the instruction refers
to (see Listing 3). Objects can be combined to composed ob-
jects so that instructions referring to a composed object are
applied to all elementary objects after decomposing the com-
posed object. For example LeftLung and RightLung
can be combined to Lung. Parameters can be replaced by
values, e.g. red by its rgb-value 255,0,0. The decompo-
sition rules are declared in XML, so they can be easily edited
by the author of an animation.

3.4. Enhanced Script Concept for Convenient Scripting

To enhance the scripting process, we designed a two dimen-
sional classification for objects. On the one hand, objects are
grouped by their anatomic systematics (Fig. 3), e.g. mus-
cles, vessels, bones etc. This classification is likewise de-
clared in XML and editable by the author (e.g. extendable
by pathologic objects). On the other hand, we differentiate
focus objects (FO), near focus objects (NFO) and context
objects (CO) based on the classification of objects according
to their relevance as introduced by [TIP05]. Focus objects
are objects, which are in the center of interest for a thera-
peutic question (e.g. a lymph node). Near focus objects are
objects, which are important for the clarification of the issue
and which are in close spatial proximity to the focus object
(e.g. a muscle infiltrated by a lymph nodes). Context objects
are in contrast to [TIP05] all objects that are essential to the
global orientation as anatomic context. Other objects are not
included in an animation.

To standardize our animations we considered defined col-
ors and transparency values for anatomic types of anatomic
objects, regarding applications in orthopedics, ENT-surgery
and abdominal surgery. In addition we defined default views
for important structures.

3.5. Interactive animations

Besides the use of animations as videos, animations can be
combined with interactive manipulation. In educational set-
tings but also for the individual process of intervention plan-
ning, it is essential to give the user the freedom of exploring
the scene and support him or her by animations in the scene,
e.g. for an introduction of the scene or an automatic cam-
era areal view. We consider the following scenarios for such
interactive animations:

1. Selection
By selecting an object, by picking it or selecting it from
a list, an animation emphasizes this object by moving the
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High level script
(abstract instructions)

Low level script
(elementary instructions)

Decomposition rules
for

instructions, objects and 
parameters

Image data

Animations

Figure 4: Concept of transfering a high-level script to a low-level script by decomposing instructions and composed objects
and by replacing parameters. The low-level script is executed on visualization of data sets to create an animation.
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V. jugularis left

...

...

...

...

...

Figure 3: Classification of objects by their anatomic type.

camera to a predefined viewpoint for this object. Cur-
rently the camera path between two viewpoints is a path
on an object surrounding sphere. The style of emphasis
depends on the type of selected object as described above.

2. Object overview
Instead of emphasizing a selected object an overview of
this object can occur. This animation can be a rotation

around the object or a serial emphasis of some near focus
objects.

3. Scene overview
To give the user an impression of his or her current posi-
tion in the scene, a short animation can provide a camera
pan to a global viewpoint and return back to the starting
position.

4. Scene introduction
For a first overview of the scene, an animation can present
the scene with a rotation and an emphasis of the most
important objects.

5. Fade in and out
If the viewer explores a selected object from different
viewpoints occluding objects can be smoothly faded out
when they appear in the field of view and faded in when
they no longer hide the selected object.

We integrated our scripting facilities to create interactive an-
imations. This is why a script exists for every possible inter-
action.

4. Examples

Our concepts for generating medical animations are based
on the analysis of numerous medical animations and fruitful
discussions with medical professionals.

4.1. Clinical example

In ENT-surgery, the spatial relations in the vicinity of en-
larged lymph nodes is a common question. To emphasize a
lymph node for this question, it has to be set as focus object
whereas objects with a certain distance have to be set as near
focus objects. Because of the importance of bones for global
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orientation they have to be set as context objects. Thus the
high-level script instruction

[0,5] ’lymphN1’ emphasize

will be decomposed by the first rule in Listing 3 to the in-
structions in Listing 2. The second rule in Listing 3 results
in the instructions in Listing 4. More decomposition steps
lead to an executable low-level script and an animation from
the current state to the final state (Fig. 5).

Many of these emphasize instructions can be summa-
rize to a groupOverview instruction to show all lymph
nodes in neck region consecutively, e.g. in a clinical board
discussion. This practice is also applicable for other medical
questions, e.g. in oncologic surgery with many metastasis to
explore.

Figure 5: Start and final state of an animation to emphasize
a lymph node in its spatial context. The detail context-view
is included to clarify the spatial relation.

[0,5] ’lymphN1’ setAsFO
[0,5] (’lymphN1’ getObjects dist 20) setAsNFO

Listing 2: Script after a first decomposition of the instruc-
tion [0,5] ’lymphN1’ emphasize.

4.2. Educational example

A target application of our animation facilities is the LIV-
ERSURGERYTRAINER [BRS∗06]. The objective of this pro-
gram is to convey differences and pathologic characteris-
tics of the human liver. The screenshots in Figure 6 are
extracted from an animation which gives an overview of
planning a living liver donor transplantation (see Listing 5
for corresponding animation script). First, the entire liver is
shown. The vessels are color-coded. The selection of colors
is guided by visualizations generated for liver surgery plan-
ning (e.g. [LRL∗04]). Afterwards, the specific resection is
shown, the remnant is emphasized and the camera is moved
to a closer look at the cutting plane. Following an overview
is given to obtain the orientation for the viewer. To explain
which liver segments must be resected for the graft, the sin-
gle segments are accentuated. The animation closes with an
overview look.

<command cmd=’emphasize’ type=’lymphnodes’>
<command>T O setAsFO</command>
<command>

T (O getObjects distance 20) setAsNFO
</command>

</command>

<command cmd=’setAsFO’ type=’lymphnodes’>
<command>

T O setColor lymphColor
</command>
<command>

T O setTransparency opaque
</command>
<command>

T O view coronal
</command>

</command>

Listing 3: Decomposition rules to resolve the emphasize
and setAsFO instructions for lymph nodes.

[0,5] ’lymphN1’ setColor lymphColor
[0,5] ’lymphN1’ setTransparency opaque
[0,5] ’lymphN1’ view coronal
[0,5] ’A. carotis_right’ setAsNFO
[0,5] ’M. sternoclei_right’ setAsNFO

Listing 4: Script instructions after decomposing the
setAsFO instruction and determining the objects in a dis-
tance of 20mm (see second instruction in Listing 2).

[0,9] ’Liver’ objectOverview
[9,18] ’Remnant’ showResection
[18,25] ’Graft’ sceneOverview
[25,60] ’Graft’ showSegments
[60,70] ’All’ sceneOverview

Listing 5: Script to give an overview of a living liver donor.
See Figure 6 for screenshots of animation frames.

More animation examples can be found at our website
http://isgwww.cs.uni-magdeburg.de/cv/projects/animation/

5. Conclusion and future work

We introduced scripting facilities which enable authors to
create animations for therapeutic questions as well as ed-
ucational practice. We developed a data independent script
language to separate the description of animations from data
sets. Because our scripting facilities are adaptive, we can use
one script to create animations for many different but similar
cases.

We use decomposition rules mapping high-level to low-

http://isgwww.cs.uni-magdeburg.de/cv/projects/animation/
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Figure 6: Screenshots of an educational animation to give an overview of planning a living liver donor transplantation. The
entire liver is shown, the specific resection is shown by emphasizing the remnant and liver segments are accentuated.
See Listing 5.

level instructions, decomposing composed with elementary
objects and replacing parameters. We presented an extension
to classify objects by their anatomic type and importance for
a question to enhance high-level instructions and thus script
design for the author.

Our script-based approach is also usable for interactive
animations. The scripted animations can be used to enhance
important interactions with animations e.g. a scene overview
or an object emphasis directly in the scene.

Examples were presented in an educational context (liver
surgery training) and in clinical routine task to examine neck
lymph nodes. The scripting concept can be easily extended
to other therapy questions such as biopsy needle placement.

We intend to expand our animation scripting facilities by
using functions to identify good viewpoints for objects au-
tomatically and by providing the possibility for camera path
planning for efficient movement of the camera, e.g. on em-
phasis changing. Our presented classification approach is
only a first step. A more detailed classification enlarged by
the functional relationships of structures is desirable (comp.
[RSB98]). This would allow us to animate whole systems
like the lymph system in their functional relation by few
script instructions.

When the scripting facilities should be used without seg-
mentation information, more elaborate facilities to control
volume rendering parameters are desirable. The animation

of further medical visualization techniques such as cut-away
and ghost views [VG05,KTH∗05] is also left open. The con-
cept may be extended to address more viewers simultane-
ously e.g. for different views or a synchronized 2d-3d visu-
alization.

Our animation scripting facilities are part of the educa-
tional system LIVERSURGERYTRAINER [BRS∗06]. Inte-
grating interactive animations and videos more simply in
those systems with an authoring system is preferable.
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Appendix A: Sample low-level instructions

’Cam’ move object coord zoom-factor
Moves the camera to a position on the surrounding sphere of
an object

’Cam’ rotate object axis angle
Rotates the cam around the center of an object and a given
axis by an angle in degrees

’Cam’ rotateCamZ value
Rotates the around their own z-axis

’System’ setClipplane on|off
left|right|... percent toClip (notTo-
Clip)
Clips the scene in relation to an object. Objects not to clip
can be given.

’System’ setBackground R,G,B
Sets the background of the scenes

’Object’ setTransparency value
Sets the transparency of an object to a value between 0...1

’Object’ setColor R,G,B
Sets the color of an object to an R,G,B value

’Object’ setVisible true|false
Switches an object on or off (it is not the same as set-
Transparency 1)

’Object’ setQuality value
Sets the quality an objects is rendered in

’Object’ setSelected true|false
Selects or deselects an object

’Object’ setStyle value
Sets the draw style of an object

’Object’ shiftX|shiftY|shiftZ value
Shifts an object by a given value

’Object’ volumeRendering value
Enables volume rendering

Appendix B: Sample high-level instructions

sceneOverview
Depending on the case (liver, ent, knee) this instruction gives
an overview of the scene, e.g. by rotating the cam and show-
ing all objects

objectOverview
Depending on the object, this instruction shows an short
overview of the object, e.g. by emphasizing important parts

emphasize
Emphasize an object, e.g. by changing color, transparency
and camera position

setBaseColors
Sets the default colors and transparencies for all objects

view
Abstracts the move-instruction

init
Initialize a scene (sets background, colors, cam postion)


